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Scope | Introduction
Ascension is an Arts Council Wales funded
project looking at the lower part of the Afon
Rhymni (River Rhymney) river that runs
through Cardiff. The project is led by Johana
Hartwig with input from an illustrator, author,
and engineer in conjunction with RSPB and
based in ‘Spit n Sawdust’ a skatepark and
artspace close to the river off Newport Road.
Ascension is currently in its research &
development stage.
Johana Hartwig is based in Cardiff and her
work for the last five years has focused on the
city’s waterways including making textiles
based on river data, cartographic screen
prints, Taff River stones carved into 'gems',
and foraged riverbank meals.
The Rhymney is the most inaccessible of
Cardiff’s 3 rivers, it is tidal and serpentine at its
lower part, it is beautiful and yet many people
don't know it is there.
Responding to this, Ascension takes this work
in a different dimension. Compared to
previous work which has been small in scale
and deliberately domestic and horizontal
approach, Ascension takes more of a vertical
approach, focusing around gaining views of
the Rhymney from height.
The scope of this accompanying study is to
provide an urban design perspective on the
river and its situation with a focus on public
access and connectivity and the built
environment around the river.
The study area (following page) is the fairly
short and meandering section of the River
Rhymney from where it enters the Severn
Estuary up to where the river meets open
amenity space at Cardiff University Playing
fields. From here the character of access to
the river changes and becomes gradually
more open and accessible. This study
therefore focusses on the more cut off and
inaccessible section of the river close to the
estuary.

This report is thematically arranged under the
following headings:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Scope | Introduction: an overview of scope
and study area.
Background: a review of a range of
historical and other context data.
Fieldwork: desktop and interview methods.
Analysis | Land uses: considering the
varied and different types of uses
adjoining the river which are a key driver
of who is accessing the river and the types
of buildings along the river.
Analysis | Access: considering access to
and views of the river around the study
area river sections.
Discussion | Valuing the river: considering
the value of the river as vital infrastructure
including aspects such as water quality,
ecology, habitats, identity, and cultural
value.
Conclusions | SWOT analysis: considering
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats to access and connectivity to
the river. Including opportunities for future
study.
Appendices: include further detail of
historic data; methods; a policy review;
and a review of the 2017 report Restore
Our Rivers by Cardiff Council.

The report draws on both quantitative and
qualitative data sources which are referenced
throughout the document.
This includes a series of qualitative data
collected through walking interviews with adult
residents and workers near the river. These
interviews give insights into the way that
people working and living in the vicinity of the
river experience and value it: both as a
resource and potential risk.
This method informs interpretation of other
data collected during the study and also is
presented as a recommendation for future
work to support co-production with local
communities.
The basis for this approach is based in a rights
based approach to health recognising the right
of people to be involved in decisions that affect
their health and the river as blue / green
infrastructure is one such wider determinant of
health. At a national level in Wales this is
closely aligned to the ways of working and
wellbeing goals defined in the Wellbeing of
Future Generations (Wales) Act (Welsh
Government, 2015).
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Scope | Route of the River
Rhymney from its Source
(Not to scale)

Study location
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Scope | Study Area
(Not to scale)

Wider Context
Area

From Rumney
Playing Fields the
character of the
river environs
changes and is
more accessible
(at least on the
east bank). The
focus is therefore
the southern less
accessible part.

Study Focus Area
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Background | Context
The City of Cardiff in South East Wales sits
largely on a flood plain of the South East
Wales River Basin through which much of the
water drainage for South East Wales flows.

a significant part is, “…a vastly underused
resource that could bring major benefits to the
area and wider city region.” (Cardiff Council,
2019, p.6)

Unlike many other river basins in Wales many
of these rivers and tributaries flow through
urban environments, close to where people
live but also to potential sources of pollution.

The geology and ancient history of the site is
complex and developed over many millions of
years and this is not a comprehensive review
of that history, however there are a number of
notable features. Figure X highlights some
key site records.

The River Rhymney is one of four river valleys
in Cardiff: the Taff, Ely, Nant Fawr. These
rivers are integral to the 2000 hectares of
amenity space and 400 hectares of open
recreation space in the City as this ‘green’ and
‘blue’ space or infrastructure are often found
close to each other.
The source of the Rhymney is at Odyn Fach
situated within the Brecon Beacons National
Park. Several smaller tributaries feed into the
river, the main settlements it passes are: New
Tredegar, Bargoes, Ystrad Mynach,
Llanbradach, Caerphilly, Bedwas, Trethomas,
Machen, Draethen, Llanrumney, and Rumney
at which point it enters the Severn Estuary.
Cardiff’s rivers are recognised in the city’s
Local Development Plan, a statutory document
that sets policy for new development in the
city. It notes that the rivers including the
Rhymney make:

“…a unique contribution to the character
and form of the city providing continuous
green corridors between the Severn
Estuary and the countryside beyond the
urban edge. The watercourses and
adjoining open spaces possess high
recreational, biodiversity, historic, cultural
and landscape value. Additionally, they
are located close to local communities and
offer excellent opportunities for off-road
access routes that can provide part of the
wider strategic recreational routes and
everyday network of routes.”

At the North End of the study area there is a
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) for its
geological importance, the Rhymney River
Section SSSI. The geological history of South
Wales and the Severn Estuary including fault
lines and glacial processes in the upper river
valleys around the Brecon Beacons set the
scene for much of the landscape’s current
character. This is then overlaid with human
changes to the landscape such as at Wentloog
Levels to the east of the river, a large area of
reclaimed land which has been improved since
Roman times with access for small ships at
Rhymney Great Wharf to the east of the mouth
of the river.
Evidence of historic finds and sites is recorded
by Royal Commission on the Ancient and
Historical Monuments of Wales, these show
evidence of activity during Neolithic, Iron Age,
Bronze Age, Roman, and subsequent historic
periods.
Water has long played a part in the history of
these communities and areas including one of
the worst environmental disasters of British
history, flooding of 1603 now considered to be
the result of a tsunami which engulfed
communities far inland on both sides of the
Severn Estuary (web source: Wikipedia, link).

(Cardiff Council, 2015, p.139)
The continuous character of the Rhymney river
from its source to the estuary is particularly
notable, it is the only tidal river in Cardiff. This
in itself is notable as the river flows into the
Severn Estuary – which with a tidal range
(from high to low tide) of about 15 metres – the
second largest tidal range in the world second
only to the Bay of Fundy in Canada.
It is noted however that these natural settings
in East Cardiff of which the River Rhymney is

Image: Excerpt of an image believed to represent the
1603 floods of the Severn Estuary / Bristol Channel.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
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Rhymneybridge Pottery is shown adjacent
Rhymney Bridge on 19th century maps where
the modern day Newport Road crosses the
river. This road is a roman road, believed to
be the Via Julia Maritima (web source:
Cardiffians, link) which runs as far west as
Carmarthen.
On 20th century mapping onwards a
significant feature of the landscape is the now
named Great Western Railway (GWR) line
cutting across the river, evident from mapping
as early as 1880. GWR was founded in 1835
and engineered by Isambard Kingdom Brunel.
Today’s route through the Severn Tunnel was
not completed until 1886. The South Wales
Railway was incorporated into GWR in 1863.
The prospectus of the South Wales Railway
was issued in 1844 proposed to connect
Standish to Fishguard and sponsored by
Brunel’s GWR. The railway notably crosses
many rivers including the Wye, Loughor,
Tawe, and Towy all requiring more substantial
structures than the Rhymney. As today, the
wider global economic context could have an
impact at a very local scale – the viability of
the project was called into question during the
failure of the Irish potato crop in 1845 as the
Irish market was seen as key to GWR’s
strategy for the line. The section at the river
Rhymney in the study area is part of the
Chepstow to Swansea section opened in 1850
(web source: Wikipedia, link). The
development of the railway has continued and
interview with a local resident highlights that
the electrification of the railway line ongoing in
2019 has had a significant impact on the visual
appearance of the railway.

developments are visible and allotment
gardens have been established which remain
in use today at Pengam Pavilion Allotments
(currently oversubscribed) and Pengam
Permanent Allotments, both managed by
Cardiff Council (link).
North of Newport Road and the railway
development increases quite close to the
banks of the river in mapping of 1950s / 1960s,
especially around Rhymney Bridge. Much of
the land to the south remains undeveloped or
in agricultural use until the 1970s when a large
meander in the river disappears and land to
the East is developed around Lamby Industrial
Park.
As recounted by the manager, Gareth Ffoulkes,
“The landfill opened in 1976 after the river
Rumney got diverted. To build Lamby Way
East they had to drain the salt marshes and
create a series of drainage reens. Lamby way
East was originally due for closure in 2002 but
since it opened in the 70’s we have recycled
more and more, diverting waste from landfill,
giving more landfill space, so it has been
extended to summer 2017.” (web source: Keep
Cardiff Tidy, link)
This area of the former meander was licensed
for tipping waste but around 2001-2003 was
cleared and a lake and park formed, Parc
Tredelerch which is popular now for fishing
and also provides a green walking route from
Rumney to the southern area of the study
area.
One of the most significant features of the
urban environment around the river is the road
network and since the 1980s this has changed
significantly with flyovers and roads that
prioritise vehicular traffic over other road users
a key feature of the landscape.

Image: Great Western Railway viewed from North
Image: road infrastructure oversailing river at Newport Rd.

As typical of many cities the extension of
railways brought great changes to British cities
and culture. From 19th century onwards the
city of Cardiff gradually extends to the
previously undeveloped or agricultural land
around the river. By 1940s housing

The road network has increased substantially
since the 1960s. At this time, Rover Way, a
key feature of the southern end of the study
area was created by upgrading the perimeter
track of the Splott Aerodrome, now the site of
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a Tesco supermarket. The name is believed
to derive from the manufacture of
transmissions and axles for Rover and Land
Rover vehicles on the site. Some, modern
roads reflect this history around the former
aerodrome: Runway Road, Seawall Road,
Hawker Close, Handley Road, Halifax Close,
Clos Avro and De Havilland Road (see also
Appendix 1).

Figure: source: markup from coflein.gov.uk, Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Wales

Rumney Castle

Rumney Pottery

Wentloog levels

Rumney Great
Wharf incl.
Prehistoric
Landscape,
Bronze Age, Iron
Age, & Roman
finds
Neolithic
skeleton find

Boat house and
slipway (20th c.)

Municipal
aerodrome (20th c.)

Post medieval
limestone blocks
Bronze age
spearhead find
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Geological SSSI
Roman Road:
Via Julia Martima

Rumney Castle

A4232 Flyover

Rhymney Bridge
& Pottery

River Rhymney

Rumney Hill /
Rumney

Figure: Highlighting some historic and current features in the landscape.

Lamby Way Flyover

Lamby Way Flyover

Allotments
(since 1940s)

Former South Wales
Railway, now GWR

Figure: Highlighting some historic and current features in the landscape.
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Fieldwork | River Section
Site Visits
This report has been informed by a series of
site visits to the river which are recorded in the
Ramblr mobile application which correlates
audio, video, and photographic records
geospatially located. These are accessible at
the following link and summarised below:
http://rblr.co/03FwP.
Site Visit | East Bank South of Parc
Tredelerch and Along Foreshore
This route attempts to trace the eastern bank
of the river where it is primarily bounded by
Cardiff Council land comprising a household
waste facility and a disused landfill site. This
route contrasts these waste related uses with
access to green space, walking routes, and
paths used by horse riders. Access to the
river is not generally possible. The route
follows the Wales Coastal Path and then
deviates west along the foreshore to a
viewpoint for the mouth of the river.
Particularly notable are:
•

The total inaccessibility to the public of the
section of the Rhymney River from

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wentloog Avenue to the mouth of the
river.
The poor quality physical environment
around Lamby Way which is dominated by
vehicle traffic but observations included:
workers walking or cycling to waste centre
site; an adult pushing a child in a pram
along the footpath; cyclists on footpath;
school students walking at edge of
Tredelerch Park.
The green and blue infrastructure provided
by Wentloog Level reens, a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI).
The sea wall and proximity to western end
of Rhymney Great Wharf: a prehistoric
landscape developed for sea defence and
small boats since Roman times.
The foreshore and mud flats with sites of
historic finds including from Iron Age,
Bronze Age, and a neolitic skeleton find.
The presence of the landfill site and waste
recycling centre as a dominant feature and
the active proposal for construction of a
solar energy farm over much of the
redundant landfill heap which has a
capping layer over it.
This as the location denoted in the East
Cardiff Industrial Strategy for a future
major highway development (this is a
preliminary proposal) across the mouth of
the river.
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Site Visit | West Bank Southern Side
This segment explores the western bank of the
river from Newport Road to the mouth of the
Rhymney River into the Severn Estuary.
Particularly notable are:
•

•

•

•

20th c. residential development that
increases isolation and disconnection of
the river. This happens at the site layout
scale such as cul-de-sacs with housing
around all sides to the detailed boundary
treatments such as fencing. In spite of this
a resident living near the river values it as
a source of connection with nature and
views afforded by upper level windows,
however for other residents no such views
exist.
Highway infrastructure that is dominant in
the landscape and cuts off access across
the highway from adjacent land uses, both
business and residential. This happens at
various scales through the siting of the
highway; the width of the highway; the
incorporation of physical barriers into the
highway; and the limited provision and
poor quality of crossing points for non
vehicular road users. This cuts off what
could be a significant resource for
adjacent users.
Highway infrastructure that prioritises
vehicular traffic and places other road
users at a disadvantage and therefore
increased danger to health when travelling
along the highway routes. Despite initial
impressions that such a hostile
environment would mean people simply do
not use it a range of walkers and cyclists
were noted, a number of these appear to
be workers at the Lamby Way waste
centre. Counter-intuitively given the poor
highway environment a child was
observed being pushed in a pram and
school children were observed in the
vicinity of Lamby Way.
Land adjacent Rover Way at the mouth of
the river: is crossed by the Wales Coastal
Path and also used (it appears) by the
adjacent Travelling community including
for keeping ponies / horses. This is a very
inaccessible space from Rover Way which
both protects its privacy but also prevents

•

•

•

other uses. The Wales Coastal Path route
is not at all clear and yet a significant flood
defence wall provides a potentially clear
walking path for part of the route. These
diverse uses could be investigated further
to encourage a sense of ownership of this
space and the foreshore and potentially
enhance the amenity of this space for the
adjacent Traveller community, if that were
desirable for that community. However
this should be balanced against the
presence of protected bird roosting
grounds around the mouth of the river.
Proposed future highways infrastructure:

consisting of proposals for both the
Eastern Bay Link road and also a long term
major highway infrastructure across the
mouth of the river would have a major
visual impact on this area. Such works
would need very careful consideration in
relation to other impacts, it is difficult to
see how the crossing at the mouth of the
river would not have some detrimental
impact on habitats, Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, the River Rhymney, and
the Wentloog Levels beyond.
Lack of association to heritage: the Splott
Aerodrome now the site of a Tesco
supermarket plays an important role in
the shaping of this area and much of that
heritage, whilst reflected in road names
such as Rover Way and Runway Road are
not visible.
Observations include that:
o A flood defence scheme is
planned for this area around
Rover Way and was consulted on
within the last year by Natural
Resources Wales.
o The Tesco retail store was at
potential risk of flooding during
2018 or 2019 although no flood
occurred.
o People value the river as a
resource and would like to be able
to use it to access for example
Cardiff Bay but this is not currently
felt to be possible.

o
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Site Visit | Northern Study Area East and
West Banks
This segment explores the section of the study
area to the North of Newport Road along part
of the Rhymney Trail. This trail informs the
study area definition as there is a marked
difference in the character of the urban fabric
around the river that is manifest as the
Rhymney Trail enters Rumney Playing fields.
It is around this area that is the furthest sea
water reaches due to the tide from the Severn
Estuary.

•

•

•

Particularly notable are:
•

•

The Rumney Trail is not noted on Cardiff
Council’s Integrated Network Maps for
walking despite being a seemingly
valuable link for active travel.
Improvements for cycling are noted. The
west bank of the river despite having a
number of tracks, paths, and underpasses
is not denoted along most of its length
parallel to the A48 despite being a
seemingly well located off road route.
A Site of Special Scientific Interest for
geological criteria. A recent planning
application by Rumney Conservative Club

•

appears to propose building over the SSSI
and part of the river bank.
Residential properties on the side of
Rumney Hill that generally have good
views across the river valley but are
physically disconnected with barriers such
as fencing to the river itself.
The western bank has paths for most of its
length however these are overgrown and
unlikely to feel safe for users.
Road infrastructure is particularly notable
and the A4232 flyover is a particular
barrier to access to the river from its
junction with A48 Eastern Avenue to
Newport Road. Whilst this is denoted as
including a cycle path a site observation
by bicycle confirms it is not a pleasant or
safe feeling cycling environment.
Newport Road / Rhymney Bridge: is a key
point at which road infrastructure,
established since Roman times, transects
the river and yet the urban environment
means most road users would be
completely oblivious to the fact that they
are passing over (or as observed sat in a
traffic jam in the morning rush hour) over
this important habitat and blue
infrastructure resource.
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Site Visit | Nant Fawr
This route traces the Nant Fawr which feeds
into the Rhymney River back to Roath /
Penylan where substantial infrastructure works
have been undertaken by Natural Resources
Wales. It also shows how this tributary of the
Rhymney itself has in some areas been built
over and cut off from the urban fabric public
access.
Particularly notable are:
•
•

The construction over and culverting of the
river at Colchester Avenue by a retail park.
20th century residential developments
constructed in a way that cuts off the river
and obscures it through boundary
treatments such as fencing.

•

•

Significant investment by Natural
Resources Wales at Roath Brook and
opening up of the river for access through
the introduction of paths and bridges and
the design of a flood defence scheme
which (following intervention by local
residents and a redesign of the scheme,
web source: Wales Online, link) retains
more trees and access to the river.
The relative disconnection of the river from
other river sections and a lack of legibility
as a cohesive element through the city
rather than a segmented series of spaces:
except of course that the water and river
itself is continuous and so the experience
of the river is very different to the reality of
its continuity as a river.

•
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Fieldwork | Interviews
Field interviews were undertaken alongside
site visit methods. The findings of these
interviews are integrated within the relevant
sections of this report.
Appendix 2 sets out the method in more detail
so that it may be reproduced and extended in
future. Interviews completed with consent
were:
•
•
•

1 x Resident
2 x Office Workers
1 x Skilled Engineering Worker

Within the scope of this study this method
could only be piloted. Future work may
consider extending this approach to
community engagement. Nevertheless the
importance and value of this data should not
be underestimated – even as a pilot these
efforts appear to go substantially beyond what
other strategies, policies, and proposals do.
Also even from a small sample of participants
there were indications that the lived
experience of both residents and workers
places a high value on the River Rhymney in a
way that contrasts with a number of
approaches, projects, strategies, and policies
such as those put forward by the Local
Authority.
These interviews were also supplemented by
field observations undertaken by Mark Drane
including observations with residents and
workers who did not wish to participate in a
walking interview.

"You're sat in nature everyday
which is good, you know, it's good
therapy, keeps you think how lucky
you are, sat there, you know, you
come out from inside working,
come out here and realise what you
got on your doorstep."
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Analysis | Land uses
The land uses adjacent this section of the
River Rhymney are diverse and whilst the area
of the city through which the river flows may
appear at first glance to have a primarily
industrial series of land uses there are actually
a broad range of uses. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential houses
Residential apartments / flats
Residential caravan site
Leisure
Open space
Park & lake
Sailing and motorboat club
Offices / business park
Disused landfill site
Waste management site
Tidal / estuary foreshore
Supermarket
GP / health centre
Trunk road infrastructure
Local distributor road infrastructure
Allotments
Retail park
Small industrial units
Mainline railway infrastructure
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Analysis | Access
Here access to the respective banks of the
river are described in order. This considers
both formal and informal access.
River corridors are recognised specifically for
their value for access. Adopted Local
Development Plan (LDP) policy (ref: EN4) for
Cardiff states that: “The Natural Heritage,
character and other key features of Cardiff’s
river corridors will be protected, promoted and
enhanced, together with facilitating sustainable
access and recreation.” (Cardiff Council, 2015,
p.139) A review of key LDP policies is
included at Appendix 3.
Further the LDP sates rivers “…are located
close to local communities and offer excellent
opportunities for off-road access routes that
can provide part of the wider strategic
recreational routes and everyday network of
routes.” (Cardiff Council, 2015, para.5.97)
However access is only one demand on the
resources of the river and needs to be
carefully managed and balanced against other
competing needs, for example, habitats of
protected bird species. This balance is
recognised within LDP policy: “This Policy
aims to protect and enhance the features of
Cardiff’s river corridors, whilst also facilitating
sustainable access and recreation
opportunities.” (Cardiff Council, 2015, p.140)

Road access in this area is a significant
landscape feature however the highway is very
much focussed on routes passing through
rather than local distributor roads that provide
access to the river itself, indeed there are few
roads providing access and few places where
it is even possible to stop. Most of these roads
are not designed to provide access across
them for other users and therefore act as a
significant barrier. In spite of this a number of
non vehicular traffic users were observed
travelling along these routes, not Rover Way
which has no pavement but at Lamby Way
where a narrow pavement, considering the
speed of adjacent traffic, is present.
INM proposals for cycling, walking, or access
for people who use mobility aids (all defined as
active travel in the 2013 Act) are largely
absent. The only proposal envisaged is a
cycle network improvement beyond 2027/28
along Rover Way and Lamby Way (see
image). No walking routes are identified.
These maps clearly do not capture existing
activity which was observed to include workers
walking or cycling to the Lamby Way waste
centre nor the routes indicated by interview
participants such as to offices along Rover
Way from Rumney through Parc Tredelerch.

Formal access is considered using various
sources including Integrated Network Maps
(INM) for cycling and walking that are required
to be published by Local Authorities in Wales
under the Active Travel (Wales) Act (Welsh
Government, 2013).
Southern Area | From Estuary to Lamby
Way

Figure: Integrated Network Map: Cycling
-- Green: cycle superhighway primary route (2017/18 2026/27)
-- Purple: cycle network secondary route (2017/18 2026/27)
-- Blue: cycle network routes improvements to be identified
(beyond 2027/28)

Image: area from estuary to Lamby Way
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Figure: Route of Wales Coastal Path, denoted with green
diamonds (source: link)

Figure: Cardiff Integrated Network Map: Walking
-- Orange: (no key provided)

INM focus on non-leisure travel so would not
necessarily show leisure specific routes. This
section of river bank forms part of the Wales
Coastal Path. However, during a site visit this
part of the path was found to be unclear and
not readily navigated.

Improvements to access here would have both
benefits and risks: there are significant
roosting areas for protected bird species
around the mouth of the river for example and
introducing greater access may restrict the
way of life of the Traveller community that
appears to use this area for keeping horses.

The path passes along the western bank the
river bounded by open space shown to be
owned by Cardiff Council non-operational
estates (Arup, 2019, p.55).
This area also provides some limited access
across marshy ground to the foreshore. It is
not accessible by foot across Rover Way and
is therefore inaccessible to residents and
workers in the adjacent residential area or
supermarket. The location of Rover Way
results from it being constructed from the
perimeter road of the Splott Aerodrome so
Rover Way now is located based on a use that
has long since ceased.

Image: Rover Way presents a barrier to access between
adjacent land uses and has few access points, those that
exist prioritise vehicle traffic over other road users.

To the west of the mouth of the river the
coastal path runs behind a Traveller residential
site. This site, managed by Cardiff Council is
the smaller and older of two residential
caravan sites in Cardiff with 21 pitches. (web
source: Gypsies and Travellers Wales, link).

Image: signage does not concur with published mapping
information for the Wales Coastal Path and routes are
indistinct.
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1 of the Eastern Bay Link such a road was
completed in 2017 at a cost of £57 million and
there have been longstanding proposals to
complete the upgrade of the link to the A48.
This identified need however appears to
overlay directly with the location of the
Rhymney River and its surrounding green
areas so the demand for economic and
physical development continues to this day to
compete with the opportunities to maximise
access to the as a resource for society.

Image: a flood defence structure provides an unplanned
but ready access route along the river.

Image: Rhymney River Motor Boat, Sail, & Angling Club.
This site provides very direct access to the river for
members whilst also as a private site preventing access to
the river by others.
Image: Eastern Bay Link, route location. Cardiff Council
2016

Whether such competing demands are in
balance is open to debate. In 2019, the Cardiff
East Industrial strategy indicates the potential
for significant future development of further
such road infrastructure. This strategy frames
the future of this area of the city very much in
terms of economic development based around
industrial sectors rather than a more holistic
approach.

Image: access is both formal and informal, here access is
used to graze horses, presumed to be an unofficial use
related to the adjacent Traveller site.

Highways routes and future proposals: since
1974 the local authority identified the need for
a Peripheral Distributor Road to provide
access not to the river but to the eastern part
of the city and the wider road network. Phase

This strategy includes an indicative proposal
for a major new link across part of Wentloog
Levels linking Rover Way to the A48M, a
proposal described as maximising “…the
development opportunity… balanced against
the sensitive ecological and landscape
context…” (Arup, 2019, p.36).
Again this is focused not on access to the river
but the wider road network and potentially
restricts further access to the river.
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A solar farm is proposed at the landfill site
which is a significant development. This
incorporates a perimeter path but there is no
indication that this will be made publicly
accessible and there may be security concerns
with doing so.
Plan of proposed solar farm available, refer to
links. A perimeter track is proposed but no
indication is provided of public access to the
river bank.

Figure: “Optimising the opportunity” approximate location
marked of proposed “major road link” from A48M to
Wentloog Avenue (Arup, 2019)

Figure: approximate location marked of proposed “major
road link”. The spits of land at the mouth of the river are
known roosting sites for protected bird species. A road
here may risk reducing access to the foreshore, access for
Travelling community use, and the Wales Coastal Path.

The east bank is more simply described: from
Lamby Way south to the mouth of the river
there is no public access to the river bank.
Access was gained during a site visit (refer to
site visit descriptions below) off Wentloog
Road along the Wales Coastal Path that
follows on of the reens (a drainage channel)
from the Wentloog Levels, an area of
reclaimed land that has been successively
drained and developed for human use, it is
recognised as a site of historic importance
including the prehistoric landscape of Rumney
Great Wharf (see Appendix 1).
It is also salient to observe that prior to the
development of the Lamby Way landfill tip,
now no longer receiving waste and is capped
to contain contamination, there must have
been a much more direct visual connection
between the River Rhymney and the Wentloog
Levels. Today this is difficult to appreciate but
the two are separate but very closely related
landscapes and habitats.

Image: access off Wentloog Avenue to
Wentloog Levels reens and Wales Coastal
Path. Cars parked appear to be dog walkers.

Image: the Wentloog Level reen system
provides a pleasant and accessible green
space with access to the foreshore.
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Image: the sea wall provides partial access
along the foreshore but not as far as the
mouth of the river.

Image: view toward mouth of river and Lamby
Way, no public access.
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Lamby Way to Newport Road
On the west side beyond the flyover Lamby
Way Permanent Allotments, whilst in principle
accessible to the river bank are in practice
overgrown and appear to take up a smaller
footprint than the plan shown on mapping of
1940s when the allotments extended to the
river. It is unclear why this area could not be
cleared and reinstated as allotments if there
were demand for this.

Image: area from Lamby Way to Newport Road

The here is again not publicly accessible
though for different reasons. Access via a
mobile access platform during a site visit
provides a ready overview of the context (see
image).
The A4232 flyover restricts access
immediately north of Lamby Way both on the
west and a large section of the east side. The
east bank appears more connected to water
as Parc Tredelerch contains drainage reens
and a lake however the river itself is quite cut
off and inaccessible.

Parc Tredelerch
(beyond flyover)
Industrial /
commercial units

Image: view of track in Pengam Green Permanent
Allotments looking north toward residential area at
Beaufort Square. To the left are allotments, to the right
was previously allotments and now overgrown and
inaccessible.

A4232 flyover

Inaccessible
river bank

Pengam Green
Permanent
Allotments
Beaufort Square
Residential
Development
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At the residential development around
Beaufort Square streets are laid out in a culde-sac arrangement with housing clustered
around these meaning at the scale of the site
layout access to the river is restricted.
This disconnection is then further compounded
by boundary treatments with high fences and
security fencing along the river even though a
number of properties do indeed back directly
onto the river. An interview with a resident
gives further insight into the experience of
living next to the river.
Image: Great Western Railway crossing River Rhymney
viewed from the South.

Image: cul-de-sac arrangement prevents views of the river
by its arrangement.

Image: Great Western Railway crossing River Rhymney
viewed from the North.

Beyond commercial and industrial land uses
abut the railway and again the layout generally
frustrates access to or views of the river.

Image: boundary treatments to the river prevent views and
access to the river.

Here the heights of warehouses are not
necessarily higher but rather the footprints
larger than the smaller scale residential units
to the south however the effect is the same to
prevent views of and access to the river. A
retail unit set back from Newport Road
combined with the flyover effectively pinch the
river and effectively prevent views of or access
to access to it.

Here the railway crosses the and recent
addition of electrical infrastructure further
impose on views of the river even if physical
access is not possible.

Image: Retail units set back from Newport Road.
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Nevertheless site observations reveal informal
routes and access to the river and use of these
by workers in these units. An older member of
staff has encouraged younger workers to rest
and take a break next to the river rather than
just looking at their telephones.
"We love coming here, we love to come
and sit here and look at the birds, to feed
the birds. You see you can tell when
they're going to feed, the tide goes out and
you see 'em, all the little black caps: black
headed gulls waiting for the tide to go out,
and the seagulls and the ducks all waiting
for the tide to go out and we know going
out through the mud then, wading.”

As mentioned to the east bank, whilst there
are few buildings on this section access is
nevertheless very restricted. The A4232
flyover despite not actually occupying the bank
cuts off a significant area of access and this
demonstrates how highway infrastructure can
inadvertently prevent access.

Image: A4232 flyover which restricts access to eastern
bank.

Image: Parc Tredelerch feels connected to water through
the lake but the river itself is deceptively inaccessible.

Image: informal access between a boundary fence and a
shipping container.

Image: informal access along river bank.
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North of Newport Road

Image: drivers are dislocated by the urban environment
from their wider surroundings and the River Rhymney.

North of Newport Road derelict and converted
residential properties now in commercial use
front the street and block any view or access
to the river behind.
Image: area to north of Newport Road and Rhymney
Bridge

In this river section the character of the
environment starts to change, particularly as
the river passes alongside Rumney Playing
Fields on the east side of the river.
Rhymney Bride on Newport Road is itself
worth noting. The experience of being on the
bridge itself would be hard to dislocate further
from the river. This is a potentially dynamic
space considering a road flyover in the air,
Newport Road – originally the Roman Via Julia
Maritima crossing the river, the river below.
By contrast the reality of the environment is
one dominated by vehicular traffic, at certain
times of day stationary and queued to the top
of Rumney Hill. This is also a key entry point
to the city and with such resources as the river
a potential asset but the reality is a dismal
urban environment.

Image: Rhymney Bridge a dismal approach to the city and
an environment dominated by vehicular traffic and
highway infrastructure.

Image: buildings to the north of Newport Road, east bank
block access to the river.

Behind these units the river is retained within a
channel and series of sheet piles to either
side.

Image: River viewed from Rhymney Bridge looking north.
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It is not possible to get close to the river then
until via the Rhymney Trail adjacent the
Playing Fields. Here the landscape opens up
and the river is for the first time embraced with
properties on Rumney Hill having expansive
views across the river valley although still
dislocated from the River itself. A long section
back to Rhymney Bridge is inaccessible, this
includes the Site of Special Scientific Interest
for its geological characteristics and also the
site of Rumney Castle, situated to overlook
Rhymney Bridge.

Figure: INM cycling extract (Source: Cardiff Council)
Image: views across river valley from Castle Rise but
noting dislocation from river itself.

Image: access to the river at Rhymney Trail, Rumney
Playing Fields

The Rhymney Trail is identified for upgrades
within the INM for cycling although bizarrely is
not denoted as a walking route. These
upgrades are noted to include lighting and
improving access at a pedestrian bridge over
the river at Ball Lane.

Figure: INM walking map extract (Source: Cardiff Council)
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To the west bank of the River returning south
beyond an underpass leading to Parc Coed y
Nant in Pentwyn access becomes again more
limited, a path becomes a small track,
overgrown until it disappears. An underpass
at Circle Way East takes the route away from
the river to the roundabout adjacent
Howardian Local Nature Reserve. From here
the A4232, denoted as a cycle lane but a
hostile environment for cyclists returns to
Newport Road alongside the river. From here
one of the best views of the river, presumably
previously readily accessible, is to be had from
the verge of the dual carriageway before it
joins Newport Road.

Image: cycle lane on a dual carriageway, river to left hand
side but obscured.

Image: access diminishes to the west bank.

Image: a series of underpasses and unmarked paths
leave the user disoriented, it is unlikely everyone would
feel confident or safe on these routes so they are
inaccessible for that reason alone. This is considered to
have a disproportionate effect on groups including women
and people with mobility needs.
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Access | Conclusions
In summarising, the study area generally has
poor accessibility both considered in terms of
physical access and also views of the river, the
reasons and mechanisms for this lack of
access vary however.
The link between land uses and how each
restricts accessibility to the river is evident;
each type: residential, allotments, retail,
industrial, highway infrastructure achieve this
in different ways but with the same overall
effect – to dislocate and disconnect the urban
fabric from the river.
As can be seen however people use their
agency with ingenuity to access the river for its
views and even to get alongside the river and
to be in nature.

It can also be seen that whilst at a policy level
the river is afforded significant status within the
LDP, strategies and plans resulting from other
local authority drivers do not engage with the
river in a way that allows this policy to be
realised, in fact there appears very significant
risk that in future, in part as a result of the
strategies of public bodies, the river will
become even less accessible to the
communities including workers who value it.
One way to address this and reverse this
situation has been piloted in this study, to
engage directly with residents and workers
and understand their lived experience and how
they value the river.

Image: view of river from verge of dual carriageway – a
view now no longer accessible to most people. On the
east bank is the approximate location of the geological
SSSI.
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Discussion | Valuing the
River

•
•
•

Land regeneration
Wildlive and habitats
Stronger communities

(Forest Research, 2010)
This section briefly considers the wide range of
benefits that the River Rhymney contributes to
the city and communities that live and work
along it.
Much focus of rivers and water can be on risk
and mitigation of these risks however there are
many benefits too which can outweigh
potential risks.
An example of such a focus on risk is the
Cardiff Wellbeing Plan (Cardiff Public Service
Board, 2018) which makes reference to rivers:
“Cardiff’s ‘blue space’ – its waterways, rivers
and drainage, and Cardiff Bay - is also a huge
asset to the city, but as a city located on the
banks of rivers and on the coast, Cardiff is
inherently at future risk from flooding.” (Cardiff
Public Service Board, 2018, p.21)
The plan goes on to consider only the risks
however:
“The risk of flooding including both river and
surface water flooding for the city’s new
communities and some of its most at risk and
most deprived, will need to be mitigated,
ensuring that buildings, infrastructure and key
transport links are protected. Pressures,
including degraded habitat and pressure on
water quality from sewage, combined sewer
overflows, misconnections and industrial
estates, must also be managed as Cardiff
grows. With demand on energy infrastructures
projected to outstrip all other major British
cities, options for increasing localised energy
production will need to be explored.” (Cardiff
Public Service Board, 2018, p.22)
One approach to the value of rivers and nature
is termed green infrastructure which is also
frequently considered to include blue
infrastructure: rivers, lakes, and so on. So the
River Rhymney itself is blue infrastructure and
its banks and surrounding green spaces are
green infrastructure. This twist of language
helps to consider rivers and green space not
solely as luxuries or ‘nice to have’ but rather
essential infrastructure for society which
should be treated with the same importance
and consideration as transport, energy,
healthcare, and other types of infrastructure.
Benefits of green infrastructure include
benefits for:
•
•
•

Climate change
Health and wellbeing
Economic growth and investment

More widely the term Ecosystem Services
refers to the benefits to society of not just
green and blue infrastructure but the habitats,
biodiversity, and other aspects that the wider
ecosystem provides, these are frequently
described as:
•

•
•
•

Supporting services: essential to the
operation of ecosystems – water cycling,
nutrient cycling, soil formation, processes
of plant growth
Regulating services: regulating climate,
flooding, water quality, air quality, erosion,
and pollination
Provisioning services: supply of goods
such as food, wood, water, fuel,
pharmaceuticals
Cultural services: including recreation
space, tourism, spiritual enrichment,
inspiration, reflection, and employment

(National Assembly for Wales, 2012)
The extent to which this an ecosystem
services approach is not recognised in current
thinking around the River Rhymney is evident
from the Cardiff East Industrial Strategy
(Cardiff Council, 2019) which refers to
wellbeing benefits of green infrastructure but
not does not to other benefits of green and
blue infrastructure and ecosystem services.
Quite the opposite, the strategy represents
these as a barrier, “…economic growth has
been hampered by natural barriers which
hinder access to employment sites, most
notably the mainline rail-line that bisects the
industrial and residential areas of East Cardiff.”
(Cardiff Council, 2019, p.2). The railway is of
course a human made barrier not a natural
one and as this study highlights there are other
barriers that have been introduced notably the
development of the highway network.
“Natural barriers as a valuable economic
commodity too.
The Spatial Strategy aligned to this Industrial
Strategy similarly focusses on the
“…enhanced ecological and recreational
value.” (Arup, 2019, p.18) although noting
green infrastructure benefits including
economic benefits later.
This contrasts with planning and
environmental policy for the city: the value of
the river is recognised in Cardiff’s LDP policy
which states rivers including the Rhymney:
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“"…make a unique contribution to the
character and form of the city providing
continuous green corridors between the
Severn Estuary and the countryside beyond
the urban edge. The watercourses and
adjoining open spaces possess high
recreational, biodiversity, historic, cultural and
landscape value. Additionally, they are located
close to local communities and offer excellent
opportunities for off-road access routes that
can provide part of the wider strategic
recreational routes and everyday network of
routes." (Cardiff Council, 2015)
The LDP Constraints Plan shows a number of
policies linked to protecting the river and its
environs:

Special Protection Area (SPA) and RAMSAR
(in red)
•

1: Severn Estuary

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (in orange):
•
•

13: Rhymney River Section
15: Severn Estuary

Archaeologically Sensitive Areas (orange):
•

4: The Wentloog Levels

Historic Landsapes (grey):
•

1: Gwent Levels

Cardiff Council has published a Green
Infrastructure Supplementary Planning
Guidance which includes a Technical
Appendix for River Corridors (link).
The Severn Estuary which bounds the river at
its mouth into the estuary is accorded multiple
protections. These include:
•
•

•

Special Protection Area (SPA): designated
under Birds Directive 1979
RAMSAR Site: designated under the
Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance especially as Waterfouwl
Habitats, 1971
Special Area of Conservation (SAC):
designated under Habitats Directive 1992

The Severn Estuary management plan (link)
gives more background on these designations.
A recent planning application for a solar farm
at Lamby Way includes a series of
assessments prepared by consultancy Arcadis
which are informative also (link, documents).
SPA designation includes internationally
important numbers of Bewick’s swans.
Gadwall, shelduck, redshank, dunlin, and
European white-fronted goose also meet
criteria of Ramsar and SPA. The waterfowl
assemblage that the SPA and Ramsar support
a wider list of designated species detailed in
the above report.

Figure: extract from LDP Constraints Plan
These include
Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation
(in green):
•
•
•
•
•
•

146: Rhymney River Valley Complex
148: River Rhymney
145: Rhymney Grassland East
86: Lamby North
87: Lamby Salt Marsh
137: Pengam Moors

These sites are accorded importance at a
continental scale of Europe as part of the
Natura 2000 network:
“…the largest coordinated network of
protected areas in the world. It offers a haven
to Europe's most valuable and threatened
species and habitats... Natura 2000 is a
network of core breeding and resting sites for
rare and threatened species, and some rare
natural habitat types which are protected in
their own right. It stretches across all 28 EU
countries, both on land and at sea. The aim of
the network is to ensure the long-term survival
of Europe's most valuable and threatened
species and habitats, listed under both the
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Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive.”
(web source, European Commission, link)

Image: Natura 2000 sites extract, link
What is not immediately evident from this
desktop data is the value placed on the river
by people who live and work by the River
Rhymney.
One participant in this study noted the
following:

I suppose you want to hear me talk
about the birds, how many birds I've
seen here again... there's all sorts of
birds here, there's black headed
gulls, there's herring gulls, swans,
mandarin duck I've seen, red
shanks, green shanks, curlew,
oyster catcher, mallard, swans,
buzzards, kestrels, magpies,
pigeons. I would say I've seen
about 25-26 varieties of birds here,
if I check my book I would know.
But there's plenty of wildlife... em,
we've had a mink, a wild mink over
here. I think he's still about like I
told you, he killed two pigeons the
other week and then they cut this
back and that was the end of it and
we've lost a bit of wildlife now but
like I say I've been on this river
since I was... I think I moved to
Llanrumney when I was seven so 52
years. I went to school in Glan-yrAfon which is On The River, that's
the name of the school: On the
River. So we had access to this
river every day…

you can tell when they're going to
feed, the tide goes out and you see
'em, all the little black caps: black
headed gulls waiting for the tide to
go out, and the seagulls and the
ducks all waiting for the tide to go
out and we know going out through
the mud then, wading. And I say
we've had moorhens here, and, we
had kingfishers - we had a breeding
pair of kingfishers, they would
come up every day, two of em, you
see the female then the male, then
they disappeared d'you know I
mean - same as the red shanks,
they were comin' up: breeding pair
then they disappeared, then you
had two green shanks comin' along
and they disappeared…
You're sat in nature everyday which
is good, you know, it's good
therapy, keeps you think how lucky
you are, sat there, you know, you
come out from inside working,
come out here and realise what you
got on your doorstep."

This evidence highlights benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•

A cultural connection to the landscape
A connection over the lifecourse, since
childhood
A quantitative understanding of the wildlife
over time at multiple time points
A qualitative understanding of the wildlife,
its habitat and its change over time
Social wellbeing benefits of being
connected to other people

We love coming here, we love to
come and sit here and look at the
birds, to feed the birds. You see
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The bird species mentioned during this
interview are listed below with their protection
status and conservation status:
Bird

Protection

Conservation
status

Cormorant

Wildlife Act

Green

Shag

Wildlife Act

Red

Blackbird

Wildlife Act

Green

Black
Wildlife Act
headed gulls

Amber

Herring gulls Wildlife Act

Red

Swans

Not stated
which:
Bewick's and
Whooper
Swans:
Highest
protection:
'schedule 1'
Mute Swan:
Wildlife etc
Act 1981

Amber (all)

Mandarin

Wildlife Act

Introduced
species

Redshank

Wildlife Act

Amber

Greenshank

Highest
protection:
'schedule 1'

Amber

Curlew

Wildlife Act

Red

Oyster
catcher

Wildlife Act

Amber

Mallard

Wildlife Act

Amber

Buzzard

Wildlife Act

Green

Kestrel

Wildlife Act

Amber

Magpies

Wildlife Act

Green

Pigeons

Wildlife Act

Green (all)

Kingfisher

Highest
protection:
'schedule 1'

Amber

Robin

Wildlife Act

Green

Just focusing on the quantitative
understanding of the wildlife over time, this
evidence from people living and working
alongside the river can be contrasted with the
very different approach taken by those in
positions of authority and experts when
assessing the environment, such as for the
purpose of deciding what development should
happen alongside the river. For example, a
recent Overwintering Bird Survey Report in
support of a planning application (see Lamby
Way Solar Array links) reports three visits of
four hours each to the application site by
ecologists in line with a stated method but also
limited due to when the ecologist was
appointed: “The field surveys were
commissioned in February leaving time for
only three surveys visits within the
overwintering bird survey season. The survey
effort is considerably less than the standard
two visits per month between October and
March…”
These observations are both for very different
reasons and use different approved methods
suited to their aim (birdwatching over lunch
versus an ecological survey), the validity of
which is not challenged here.
What is notable however is the in-depth
knowledge held by the community of users
along the river and the apparent lack of ability
for this knowledge to feed into wider decisions
and thinking about the value of the River
Rhymney despite requirements in law for
people to be consulted about the development
of, for example, Wellbeing Plans. It is valid to
ask how such strategies might differ if people
working and living next to the river were
supported to use their agency to allow their
voices and opinions to be heard.

*The Wildlife etc. Act 1981
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Conclusions | SWOT
Analysis
Strengths
To provide an overview of some of the key
points of this study a SWOT analysis has been
prepared.
The process of undertaking this study has
identified a much broader evidence base than
initially anticipated so this is also an
opportunity to identify areas for further future
study.
This analysis builds on that contained within
the River Rhymney and Nant Fawr Corrider
Action Plan (Cardiff Council, 2009) (items
denoted thus:* are from that plan) and
focusses on the study area.

LDP policy gives high priority to river
corridors.
SPG policy supports with technical
guidance the value of green infrastructure
and river corridors.
There are many statutory protections at
European, National, and Local level to
various parts of the river.
People living and working next to the river
feel a strong connection to it and appear
keen to access it more.
The river has a unique selling point being
Cardiff’s only tidal river.
The river has a rich diversity of wildlife and
habitats.
The foreshore at the mouth of the river is of
value for access to the coast.
The Wales Coastal Path runs along part of
the river.
Much of the land is within Council ownership*
Good access – footpath network*
Limited development*
Identifiable links to the coast*
Rhymney is the only tidal river in Cardiff*
Historical and geological value*
Green space used for recreational activities*
Good public transport links*
Scope for educational use e.g. Duke of
Edinburgh Award*
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Opportunities
Whilst physical access to the river is
challenging there is an opportunity to
improve visual access to the river and one
key way this could be achieved is through
modulating the levels / heights from which
views are taken. For example road users
often cannot see the river but a view is
afforded a short distance above.
The River Rhymney and the Rhymney Trail
are relatively unknown in the wider
community and city, there is an opportunity
to enhance this identity.
Active Travel routes require action through
Integrated Network maps and Cardiff has
plans to invest in these.
The Cardiff East Industrial Strategy, if it
considers the value of the river more
widely, is an opportunity to reap benefits
from planned investment.
Plans for flood resilience could incorporate
improvement of access along the river.
Simple changes to existing road networks
could enhance accessibility, such as points
to stop.
There are surprising numbers of walkers,
cyclists, and non-vehicular traffic road
users active along the river, there is an
opportunity to provide a better
environment for them.

Redevelopment of Lamby Way tip*
Multi-Use Paths – foot/cycle/bridleway*
Improve access and ensure access for all *
Promoting health benefits – Walking for
Health*
Recreation – improve access to waterways,
WAG initiative*
Educational/schools programme – Links with
local schools*
Safer routes for schools*
Vandal proof furniture*
Creation of Friends group for the river
Rhymney*
Promoting the Trail and other routes –
signage, leaflets, interpretation boards, use of
community newsletters*
Biodiversity enhancement and promotion*
Potential for circular walks*
Commuter route for cyclists and link to
proposed north Cardiff*
Peripheral cycle way*
Extending the Rhymney Trail to County
boundary and beyond*
Future study opportunities:

Involving the community in decisions
about the river could result in new ideas
that are more connected to people’s needs
including businesses and workplaces.
Tourism value and social focuses (moved
from Strength to Opportunity)*
Links to schools along the river and the
wider city for educational use.
Links into the wider network in other
authorities*
Funding from Section 106 Agreements*
Linking individual parks*
Link to the coast and coastal path*
Gateway to ‘Valleys Regional Park’*
Circular route linking the Nant Fawr and
Rhymney*

Further interviews to extend this data set.
Analysis of interviews, thematic or textual
analysis would allow further conclusions to
be drawn from this evidence base.
Land use mapping: a simple task that could
be undertaken mapping land uses
alongside the river.
Planning History: key known proposals
have been included and it would be
informative at a detailed level of past and
future proposals.
Co-creation: a practise supporting agency
and community involvement may look
toward co-creation or co-production of
work with communities and this is
supportive of the Ways of Working set out
by the Future Generations Commissioner
for Wales.
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Weaknesses

Threats

The river is very inaccessible and the urban
fabric through a variety of means fails to
connect with the river.

Lack of clarity about River Action Plans
following cuts to Countryside services by
Cardiff Council.

Highway infrastructure has failed
historically to connect with the river rather
than simply passing through / by it when
opportunities could have been made for
stopping.

The Cardiff East Industrial Strategy, if it
does not consider the value of the river
more widely, risks supporting development
that further isolates the river and access to
it.

Environment at Lamby Way and Rover
Way, including the Wales Coastal Path.

Plans for flood resilience could risk further
separation from and limiting access to the
river.

There appears a lack of community
involvement in decisions affecting the river
and the wider environment.
Access for workers at Lamby Way getting
to work.
Lack of signage/branding/publicity*
Negative perception of sections of the
Rhymney Trail*
Limited maintenance funding and a lack of
resources*
Private land ownership*
Access to Howardian and lack of links*
Links from Llanedeyrn and Pentwyn to the
trail*
Limited access between the coast and
Rhymney Hill Gardens*

There is a risk to health and wellbeing to
walkers, cyclists, and non-vehicular traffic
road users active along the river. The
existing environment does not prioritise
these users.
The Traveller community and site located
at Rover Way appears particularly at risk of
being cut off from access to services,
green space, and other facilities.
Development e.g. Current development
proposals relating to*
Flooding*
Tidal risks – Global warming*
Anti-social behaviour, vandalism, fly tipping
and litter*
Crime/negative perceptions*

Biodiversity is affected by trail bikes and
scooters*

Damage to pathways by motorbikes*

Lack of parking and information*

Maintenance costs*

Anti-social behaviour and vandalism*

Increased usage – balance needed between
usage and Biodiversity*

Fly tipping and litter*

Lack of ownership of the Rhymney*

Lack of ownership by the community*
Poor management of biodiversity*
Lack of ‘public’ sports facilities e.g. cricket*
Legal status of some of the paths*
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These are key links to resources identified
during the study. Also see links within
document itself.
Cardiff Local Development Plan
Adopted LDP, link
Docunment, link
Constraints Map, link
Proposals Map, link
Cardiff Supplementary Planning Guidance
All SPG, link
Green Infrastructure SPG, link
Health & Wellbeing SPG, link
GI SPG
East Cardiff Industrial Strategy
Agenda, link
Strategy, link
Spatial Strategy, link
Water Frameworks Directive
Water Watch Wales interactive map: link
Lamby Way Solar Farm Planning
Application:
Ref: 19/00397/MJR, link
Includes a series of informative reports,
particularly on habitats and ecology. Refer
particularly documents entitled:
•
•
•

“AMENDED STATEMENT TO INFORM
AN APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT”
“STATEMENT TO INFORM
APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT V3”
“LAMBY WAY BIRD REPORT_FINAL”

Cardiff Integrated Network Maps: link
River Rhymney and Nant Fawr Corridor
Action Plan, 2009: link
Restore Our Rivers, 2017: link
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